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Abstract. Proof Of Retrievability (POR) is a protocol that supports a data owner
to check whether the data stored in cloud servers is available, intact and retrievable.
Based on the POR, network coding technique has been applied to increase efficiency
and throughput in data transmission and data repair. Although many network codingbased PORs have been proposed, most of them have not considered a practical scenario
in which not only the data owner can check and can retrieve the data stored in the
untrusted servers, but also an untrusted user can check and can retrieve the data stored
in the servers without learning the secret keys of the data owner. This scenario occurs
commonly in reality. For instance, in a data provision-payment system, the user must
pay money to get data stored in the servers. In this paper, we propose a new network
coding-based POR, named POR-2P (a network coding-based POR for data ProvisionPayment system), to deal with this scenario. Furthermore, the complexity analysis and
the performance evaluation show that the POR-2P is very efficient and applicable for a
real cloud system.
Keywords: Cloud Storage, Proof Of Retrievability, Network Coding, Homomorphic
MAC
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Introduction

Since the amount of data is increasing exponentially, storage remote providers called clouds
have been proposed to support data owners to reduce the burdens of data storage and data
management. However, a cloud provider could be untrusted. Thus, it introduces three data
security challenges in data security: availability, integrity and confidentiality. Confidentiality
consists of two research approaches: cryptography and information-theoretic. In this paper, we
focus on availability, integrity and information-theoretic confidentiality.
Proof Of Retrievability (POR). POR [1–3] has been proposed to support a data owner to
check whether his/her data stored in the servers is available, intact and retrievable. POR is a
challenge-response protocol between a data owner and a server, and consists of five functions:
keygen, encode, check, repair, and retrieve. Based on the POR, the following techniques are
commonly used.
– Replication. Replication, proposed in [4, 5], is a technique that allows the data owner to
store a file replica in each server. The data owner can perform periodic server checks. When
a corrupted server is detected, the data owner can use one of the healthy replicas to repair
the data in the corrupted server. The drawback of this technique, however, is high storage
cost because the data owner must store a whole file in each server.
– Erasure Coding. Erasure coding was applied [6, 7] for optimal data redundancy. Instead of
storing a file replica in each server like replication, the data owner stores file blocks in each
?
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server. Thus, the storage cost can be reduced. However, the drawback of this technique is
that: in order to repair a corrupted server, the data owner must reconstruct the original
file before repairing. Hence, the computation cost is increased during data repair.
– Obvious RAM (ORAM). Recently, the ORAM has been applied to the POR [8,9]. Basically,
this technique was proposed for privacy-preserving data access pattern. By using ORAM
structure, the servers cannot obtain the access patterns when the data owner performs
data checks. For data repair, ORAM-based POR embeds the erasure coding to repair the
corruption. The ORAM structure leads to high storage cost because of its hierarchical
storage layout. The ORAM structure also leads to high computation cost because of its
shuffling procedure every a number of read/write operations.
– Network Coding. To address the drawback of erasure coding, network coding has been
applied [10–12] to improve efficiency and throughput in data transmission and data repair.
Unlike erasure coding, the data owner does not need to reconstruct the entire file before
generating new coded blocks. Instead, the coded blocks which are collected from healthy
servers can be used to generate new coded blocks. Compare with the ORAM, the structure
of network coding is much simpler. It has no hierarchical storage, no shuffling procedure
like ORAM, and no the drawback of the erasure coding. Therefore, this paper focuses on
network coding.
MAC vs. signature. The data stored in the servers cannot be checked without additional
authentication information, i.e., Message Authentication Code (MAC) or signature. A MAC
is also called a tag. The traditional MAC and signature are not suitable for network coding.
Thus, new techniques called homomorphic MAC [14–16] and homomorphic signature [17, 18]
have been proposed. Furthermore, a MAC is used in a symmetric key setting while a signature
is used in an asymmetric key setting. Because this paper focuses on a symmetric key setting
for efficiency, we thus use homomorphic MAC in our scheme.
Contribution. In this paper, we propose a network coding-based POR (named POR-2P)
which has the following contributions:
1. POR-2P can deal with data provision-payment system in which not only data owner and
servers but also user can participate in the system. The user pays money to get data stored
in the servers. This system exists two security problems:
– The user may not pay enough money: POR-2P can address this problem by only allowing the user to retrieve a partial data (called data piece), not whole data each time.
After getting a data piece, the user must pay money before getting the next data piece.
The user can retrieve the whole data if he gathers enough data pieces. In other words,
if the number of retrieved data pieces is larger than or equal to a threshold, the whole
data can be fully recovered. That is the reason why we choose information-theoretic
confidentiality in this paper.
– The servers may not provide the valid data: POR-2P can address this problem by
requiring the user to check each data piece provided from the servers. Herein introduces
the following challenge. The data is encoded by the data owner before being stored in
the untrusted servers. Furthermore, the user is also untrusted. Thus, the data owner
cannot give his/her secret keys, which are used to compute the MACs, to the user.
Therefore, how can the user check whether the data piece provided from the servers is
valid without having any information about the secret keys of the data owner? POR-2P
can address this challenge by using a technique called orthogonal keygen.
2. POR-2P is constructed based on a symmetric key setting which is well-known to be more
efficient than asymmetric key setting. The user can check the data piece sent by the untrusted servers without any public key.
3. POR-2P can deal with access control during retrieve process by using our key management.
Concretely, data owner can control which data that the user is allowed to retrieve and which
data that the user is not allowed to retrieve.
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4. The complexity analysis of POR-2P show that its communication and computation costs
are lower than these costs in some comparable previous schemes. The performance evaluation shows that POR-2P is very applicable to a real system.
Roadmap. The related work is introduced in Section 2. The preliminaries are described in
Section 3. The system model and adversarial model are presented in Section 4 and 5. The POR2P scheme is proposed in Section 6. The security and efficiency analyses, and the performance
evaluation are discussed in Section 7 and 8. Finally, the conclusion and future work are drawn
in Section 9.

2

Related Work

There are a few notable network coding-based PORs. Dimakis et al. [12] are the first to apply
network coding for distributed storage systems. Their work achieved a remarkable reduction in
the communication overhead of the repair component. Acedanski et al. [13] demonstrated that
when the random linear coding is applied to distributed storage system, it performs as well
without suffering additional storage space required at the centralized server before distribution
among multiple locations. Further, with a probability close to one, the minimum number of
storage location a downloader needs to connect to (for reconstructing the entire file), can be
very close to the case where there is complete coordination between the storage locations
and the downloader. Li et al. [19] proposed a tree-structure data regeneration with the linear
network coding to achieve an efficient regeneration traffic and bandwidth capacity by using
an undirected-weighted maximum spanning tree and the Prim algorithm. Chen et al. then
proposed RDC-NC [20] (Remote Data Checking for Network Coding-based distributed storage
systems) which provides a decent solution for efficient data repair by recoding encoded blocks
in the healthy servers. Chen et al. proposed NC-Cloud [21] (a Network-Coding-based storage
system in a Cloud-of-Clouds) to improve cost-effective repair using the functional minimumstorage regenerating (FMSR) code and to relax the encoding requirement of storage nodes
during repair. NC-Audit [22] (Auditing for Network Coding storage) was proposed also for
efficient data check and repair and data leakage using a combination of a homomorphic MAC
(called SpaceMac) and a chosen-plaintext attack (CPA)-secure encryption (called NCrypt).
In most of these previous schemes, the system model consists of two entities: (i) a data
owner who outsources, encodes and checks his/her data, and (ii) servers which store the data
and provide proofs to the data owner. Some papers deal with multiple data owners [23, 24].
However, none of previous schemes considers the very practical scenario that: besides data
owner(s) and servers, the system model should consist of one more entity which is user. This
user can retrieve the data stored in the servers. For instance, in a data provision-payment
system, the user pays money to get data stored in the servers.

3
3.1

Preliminaries
Proof Of Retrievability (POR)

The POR [1–3], which is a challenge-response protocol between a data owner (verifier) and a
server (prover), was proposed to help the verifier to check whether his/her data stored in the
server is available, intact and retrievable. The POR has the following functions:
– keygen(1λ ): The data owner executes this function which inputs a security parameter (λ)
and outputs a secret key (sk) along with a public key (pk). For a symmetric key system,
pk is set to be null.
– encode(sk, F ): This function allows the data owner to encode a raw file (F ) to an encoded
file (F 0 ). F 0 is then stored in the server.
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– check(sk): This function conducts the challenge-response protocol between the data owner
and the server during which the data owner uses sk to generate a challenge (c) and sends
the c to the server. The server computes a corresponding response (r) and sends the r back
to the data owner. The data owner then verifies the server based on c and r.
– retrieve(c0 , · · · , cm−1 ): This function is performed when the data owner wants to retrieve F
based on a set of coded blocks of some servers. This function selects some healthy servers
and requests those selected servers to send their coded blocks (c).
– repair(): When a corrupted data from a server is detected in the check function, this function
is executed by the data owner to repair the corrupted data. The repair function is depended
on the used techniques, e.g., replication, erasure coding, or network coding.
3.2

Network Coding

The network coding [10–12] was proposed for cost-efficiency in data transmission. Suppose that
a data owner owns a file F and wants to store the redundant coded blocks in the servers in
a way that the data owner can reconstruct F and can repair the coded blocks in a corrupted
server. The data owner firstly divides F into m blocks: F = v1 || · · · ||vm ∈ Fzq . vk ∈ Fzq where
k ∈ {1, · · · , m} and Fzq denotes a z-dimensional finite field of a prime order q. The data owner
then augments vk with a vector of length m which contains a single ‘1’ in the position k and
(m − 1) single ‘0’s elsewhere. The resulting block is called augmented block (says, wk ). wk has
the following form:
m

}|
{
z
wk = (vk , 0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ Fz+m
q
| {z }

(1)

k

Thereafter, the data owner randomly chooses m coefficients α1 , · · · , αm ∈ Fq to compute
coded blocks using the linear combination:
c=

m
X

αk · wk ∈ Fz+m
q

(2)

k=1

The data owner stores these coded blocks in the servers. To reconstruct F , any m coded
blocks are required to solve m augmented blocks w1 , · · · , wm using the accumulated coefficients
contained in the last m coordinates of each coded block. After the m augmented blocks are
solved, m file blocks v1 , · · · , vm are obtained from the first coordinate of each augmented block.
Finally, F is reconstructed by concatenating the file blocks. Note that the matrix consisting of
the coefficients used to construct any m coded blocks should have full rank. Koetter et al. [25]
proved that if the prime q is chosen large enough and the coefficients are chosen randomly, the
probability for the matrix to have full rank is high. When a server is corrupted, the data owner
repairs it by retrieving the coded blocks from the healthy servers and linearly combining them
to regenerate the new coded blocks. An example of the data repair is given in Figure 1.
3.3

Homomorphic MAC

Inner-product MAC. This MAC is the simplest homomorphic MAC which consists of the
following algorithms:
– Gen(1λ ) → k: the algorithm inputs a security parameter λ and outputs a secret key k.
– Tagk (M ) → t: the algorithm inputs k and a message M ; and outputs a tag t such that:
t=M ·k

(3)

– Verk (M, t) → {0, 1}: the algorithm inputs M, t and k; and outputs 1 if t is a valid tag.
Otherwise, it outputs 0.
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Fig. 1: An example of data repair in network coding

Wegman-Carten MAC. The inner-product MAC nay not be secured from the response
replay attack (see Section 5.2) when it is combined with the network coding. The WegmanCarten MAC was then introduced as follows:
– Gen(1λ ) → {k, k 0 }: the algorithm inputs a security parameter λ and outputs secret keys
{k, k 0 }. k is used for tagging the message M . k 0 is used for permuting the tag.
– Tag{k,k0 } (M ) → t: the algorithm inputs {k, k 0 } and a message M ; and outputs a tag t such
that:
t = M · k + fk0 (r)
(4)
where f and r denote a pseudorandom function and a randomness, respectively.
– Ver{k,k0 } (M, t) → {0, 1}: outputs 1 if t is a valid tag, and 0 otherwise.
This Wegman-Carter MAC will be used in our scheme.
3.4

Orthogonal Keygen

The technique is proposed in [26] to to generate a key such that it is orthogonal to all the
augmented blocks. In a formal statement, given the set of augmented blocks {w1 , · · · , wm },
the algorithm outputs a key k such that k · wi = 0 for all i = 1, · · · , m. The algorithm is given
as follows.
OrthogonalKeygen (w1 , · · · , wm ) → k: Let π denote the span of w1 , · · · , wm ∈ Fz+m
. Let M
q
be the matrix in which each of the m augmented blocks is a row of M . rank(M ) = m. Let πM
⊥
, is the set of all
be the space spanned by the rows of M . The null space of M , denoted by πM
T
z+m
such that M · u = 0. For any m × (z + m) matrix, the rank-nullity theorem
vectors u ∈ Fq
gives:
rank(M ) + nullity(M ) = z + m
(5)
⊥
where nullity(M ) is the dimension of πM
. And thus,
⊥
dim(πM
) = (z + m) − m = z
z(z+m)

(6)

⊥
Let {b1 , · · · , bz } ∈ Fq
be a basis of πM
which can be found by solving M · uT = 0. Let
f be a Pseudorandom function such that f : K × [1, z] → Fq . The key k is computed as:

– ri ← P
f (kP RF , i) ∈ Fq for i ∈ {1, · · · , z} and kP RF ∈ K .
z
– k ← i=1 ri · bi ∈ Fz+m
.
q

4
4.1

System Model
System Entities

The system model consists of the following three types of entities:
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– Data owner : Data owner is a trusted entity who owns a data and wants to store the data
in the servers. Before storing the data in the servers, the data owner encodes the data and
uses his/her secret keys to compute tags for the data. The data owner will check the servers
periodically. If a corrupted server is detected, he will repair the corruption using network
coding.
– User : User is an untrusted entity who wants to retrieve the data of the data owner. The
user is given keys by the data owner (not the secret keys of the data owner) to check the
response from the servers during data retrieval.
– Servers: Servers are the untrusted entities who store the data. The servers have responsibility to provide the proofs along with a partial data to the data owner (during the check
and repair procedures) and to the user (during retrieve procedure).

Data
Owner

User

Servers
Encode, Check,
Repair

Retrieve

Fig. 2: The system model

4.2

System Requirements and Assumptions

– Only the data owner can compute the tags of the data using his/her secret keys. Although
the user is given keys (which is different from the secret keys of the data owner) to check
and to repair the servers, the user cannot compute the tags for the data.
– The user and the servers do not collude with each other.
– All the keys are transmitted via a secure channel.

5
5.1

Adversarial Model
Attacks From User

The user performs the following two attacks:
– The user searches the secret keys of the data owner via two ways: (i) brute force search
from the key of the user, (ii) orthogonal keygen after retrieving the data.
– The user forges a tag for a new file block. Note that the user only forges a tag for a new file
block because for an old file block, the tag is already computed by the data owner. Thus,
forging a tag for an old file block is meaningless. The security from tag forgery of a new
file block will be proved in Theorem 3 in Section 7.
5.2

Attacks From Servers

Response Replay Attack. This attack means that a malicious server reuses the correct
response in the past check phase in order to save the computation cost, and is still able to pass
the verification in the current check phase. For example:
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– Epoch 1: the data owner sends a challenge Q to the server SA . SA responds {cA , tA } where
cA and tA denote the aggregated coded block and aggregated tag, respectively. The data
owner verifies SA by checking whether tA = cA · kC where kC denotes the secret key of the
data owner. Suppose that the equality holds.
– Epoch 2: the data owner sends a challenge Q0 to SA . SA reuses {cA , tA } which are generated
in the epoch 1 without computing another response for Q0 . SA still passes the verification
tA = cA · kC .
Pollution Attack. This attack means that a malicious server responds a valid coded block
to pass the check phase, but then provides an invalid coded block in the repair phase in order
to prevent data recovery. For example:
– Encode: the data owner encodes the augmented blocks {w1 , w2 , w3 } into six coded blocks:
• c11 = w1 and c12 = w2 + w3 .
• c21 = w3 and c22 = w1 + w2 .
• c31 = w1 + w3 and c32 = w2 + w3 .
Then, {c11 , c12 } are stored in the server S1 ; {c21 , c22 } are stored in the server S2 ; and
{c31 , c32 } are stored in the server S3 .
– Check: the corrupted S3 is detected.
– Repair: to repair S3 , the data owner requires S1 and S2 to provide their aggregated coded
blocks. S1 provides c1 = 1c11 + 1c12 = w1 + w2 + w3 . Suppose S2 injects a polluted block
c2 = X which is an arbitrary value. The data owner computes two new coded blocks for the
new server S30 : c031 = 1c1 +1c2 = X +w1 +w2 +w3 , and c032 = 1c1 +2c2 = 2X +w1 +w2 +w3 .
The number of unknowns is now (m + 1) where m denotes the number of augmented blocks
(in this example, m = 4 and the unknowns are X, w1 , w2 and w3 ). Therefore, the original file
cannot be retrieved from any m or more coded blocks.

6

Our Proposed POR-2P Scheme

The notations used throughout our scheme are given as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
6.1

DO denotes the data owner.
U denotes the user.
n denotes the number of servers.
Si denotes a server where i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
F denotes the original file.
m denotes the number of file blocks.
Fzq denotes the z-dimensional finite field of a prime order q.
vk denotes a file block where k ∈ {1, · · · , m}.
wk denotes an augmented block of vk where k ∈ {1, · · · , m}.
d denotes the number of coded blocks stored in a server.
cij denotes a coded block where i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, j ∈ {1, · · · , d}.
tij denotes the tag of cij where i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, j ∈ {1, · · · , d}.
s denotes the number of spot checks where 1 ≤ s ≤ d.
Sr denotes a corrupted server.
Sr0 denotes a new server used to replace Sr .
f denotes a pseudo-random function: {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}κ → Fq .
Setup

1. Augmented blocks: DO divides F into m file blocks F = v1 || · · · ||vm . vk ∈ Fzq where
k ∈ {1, · · · , m}. DO creates m augmented blocks. Each augmented block has the following
form:
m
}|
{
z
(7)
wk = (vk , 0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ Fz+m
q
| {z }
k
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2. Keygen: DO generates the following keys:
rand
– kDO ← Fz+m
.
q
– kφ ∈ Fz+m
← OrthogonalKeygen(w1 , · · · , wm ). The property of kφ is that it is orthogq
onal to each of {w1 , · · · , wm }. Formally, kφ wk = 0 for all k ∈ {1, · · · , m}.
rand
– kP RF ← Fκq .
DO then computes:
kU = kDO + kφ ∈ Fz+m
(8)
q
DO sends {kU , kP RF } to U. DO keeps {kDO , kφ , kP RF }.
6.2

Encode

1. DO computes nd coded blocks and nd tags as follows:
For ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , d}:
rand
– DO generates m coefficients: αijk ← Fq .
– DO computes coded block:
cij =

m
X

αijk · wk ∈ Fz+m
q

(9)

k=1

– DO computes tag:
tij = kDO · cij + fkP RF (i||j) ∈ Fq

(10)

2. For ∀j ∈ {1, d}, DO sends {cij , tij } to Si .
6.3

Check (spot check)

1. DO generates the challenge Q as follows:
rand
– DO generates s ← {1, · · · , d}. s can be different for each server and each check time.
rand
– DO generates the challenge Q consisting of s pairs (b1 , β1 ), · · · , (bs , βs ) where bu ←
rand

{1, · · · , d} and βu ← Fq for u ∈ {1, · · · , s}.
– DO sends Q = {(b1 , β1 ), · · · , (bs , βs )} to Si .
2. Si responds DO as follows:
– Si combines coded blocks:
ci =

s
X

βu · cibu ∈ Fz+m
q

(11)

u=1

– Si combines tags:
ti =

s
X

βu · tibu ∈ Fq

(12)

u=1

– Si sends {ci , ti } to DO.
3. DO verifies Si as follows:
– DO computes:
t0i = kDO ci +

s
X

βu · fkP RF (i||bu )

(13)

u=1

– DO checks whether the following equation holds. If it holds, Si is healthy. Otherwise,
Si is corrupted.
t0i = ti .
(14)
The correctness of Eq. 14 is proved as follows:
Proof.
Ps
(i||bu ) //because of Eq. 13
t0i = k
DO ci +
P RF
u=1 βu fkP
P
s
s
= Pu=1 kDO βu cibu + u=1 βu fkP RF (i||bu ) // because of Eq. 11
s
= Pu=1 βu (kDO cibu + fkP RF (i||bu ))
s
= u=1 βu tibu //because of Eq. 10 with j = bu
= ti //because of Eq. 12
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Repair

When a corrupted server (Sr ) is detected, the new server (S 0 r ) is used to replace Sr .
1. DO performs as in the check phase until he gets enough d valid aggregated coded blocks
(which are contained in the server responses), says, Rc = {ci1 , · · · , cid }.
2. DO computes d coded blocks and d tags for Sr0 as follows:
– DO assigns d valid aggregated coded blocks as the new coded blocks of S 0 r : (cr1 , · · · , crd ) ←
(ci1 , · · · , cid ).
– DO computes new tags: trj = crj · kU + fkP RF (r||j) where j ∈ {1, · · · , d}.
3. DO sends {crj , trj } to Sr0 where j ∈ {1, · · · , d}.
6.5

Retrieve

When U wants to retrieve F , firstly, he performs similarly to the check phase in order to collect
enough m coded blocks. U then solves m file blocks and recovers F by concatenating all the
file blocks. The difference between the check phase and the retrieve phase is that DO checks
the servers using kDO and kP RF while in the retrieve phase, U checks the servers using kU and
kP RF . Concretely, U performs as follows:
1. U generates the challenge Q as follows:
rand
– U generates s ← {1, · · · , d}.
rand
– U generates the challenge Q consisting of s pairs (b1 , β1 ), · · · , (bs , βs ) where bu ←
rand

{1, · · · , d} and βu ← Fq for u ∈ {1, · · · , s}.
– U sends Q = {(b1 , β1 ), · · · , (bs , βs )} to Si .
2. Si responds U as follows:
– Si combines coded blocks:
ci =

s
X

βu · cibu ∈ Fz+m
q

(15)

u=1

– Si combines tags:
ti =

s
X

βu · tibu ∈ Fq

(16)

u=1

– Si sends {ci , ti } to U.
3. U verifies Si as follows:
– U computes:
t0i = kU ci +

s
X

βu · fkP RF (i||bu )

(17)

u=1

– U checks whether the following equation holds. If it holds, Si is healthy; otherwise, Si
is corrupted.
(18)
t0i = ti .
The correctness of Eq. 18 is proved as follows:
Proof.
Ps
t0i = kU ci + u=1 βuP
fkP RF (i||bu ) //because of Eq. 17
s
(i||bu ) //because of Eq. 8
= (kDO + kφ )cP
i+
RF
u=1 βu fkP
P
s
s
= (kDO + kφ ) Pu=1 β
c
+
(i||bu ) //because of Eq. 15
u
ib
P RF
u=1 βu fkP
Pm u
s
s
= (kDO + kφ ) u=1 k=1 βu αibu k wk + u=1 βu fkP RF (i||bu )
//because
9 when replacing
Ps of
PEq.
Ps j = bu
m
= kDO u=1 k=1 βu αibu k wk + u=1 βu fkP RF (i||bu )
// because
kφ wk = 0,
∈ {1, · · · , m}
Ps
P∀k
s
=k
β
c
+
DO
u
ib
u
u=1
u=1 βu fkP RF (i||bu ) // because of Eq. 9 with j = bu
Ps
= Pu=1 βu (kDO cibu + fkP RF (i||bu ))
s
= u=1 βu tibu // because of Eq. 10 with bu = j
= ti // because of Eq. 16

t
u
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4. After collecting enough m aggregated coded blocks, U computes m augmented blocks
{w1 , · · · , wm } by using Gaussian elimination, then obtains m file blocks {v1 , · · · , vm } which
are contained in the first element of each augmented block. Finally, U recovers the original
file as F = v1 || · · · ||vm .
Access control. In this part, we show that how POR-2P can address access control in retrieval
process. Consider the scenario that DO owns multiple files and there are multiple users. Each
user has a different access privilege to each file. To deal with this challenge, our main idea is
that if DO wants a user to retrieve which files, DO will generate the key kφ such that it is
orthogonal to those files.
Concretely, suppose that DO owns h files: {F1 , · · · , Fh }. Let x denote file index. Then, for
each x ∈ {1, · · · , g}, DO performs:
–
–
–
–

Divide Fx into m blocks: Fx = vx1 || · · · ||vxm .
Create augmented blocks: {wx1 , · · · , wxm }.
Compute coded blocks: {cxi1 , · · · , cxid } for each i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
Compute tags: {txi1 , · · · , txid } for each i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.

Suppose that there are h users {U1 , · · · , Uh } participating in the system. Suppose that
DO allows Uy where y ∈ {1, · · · , h} to retrieve a subset of files: Γy = {Fx1 , · · · , Fxr } ⊆
{F1 , · · · , Fg }. To enable this access control, DO manages the keys as follows:
rand

.
– kDO ← Fz+m
q
– kφy ∈ Fqz+m ← OrthogonalKeygen(wx1 , · · · , wxm ) for all x ∈ {x1 , · · · , xr }. The property
of kφy is that it is orthogonal to all augmented blocks of the files which belong to Γy .
Formally, kφy wx1 = · · · = kφy wxm = 0 for all x ∈ {x1 , · · · , xr }.
rand

– kP RF ← Fκq .
Then, DO sends kUy = kDO +kφy to Uy . Note that kDO and kP RF are the same for all users, but
only kφy is different for each user according to which files that the user is allowed to retrieve.

7

Security Analysis

Before describing how the POR is secured from the attacks in the adversarial model, we give
the data retrieval condition as follows.
Theorem 1. F can be retrieved if in any epoch, at least m coded blocks are healthy.
Proof. F = v1 || · · · ||vm . Thus, to retrieve F , we view v1 , · · · , vm as m unknowns that need to
be solved. Because each coded block is computed from a linear combination of all m file blocks,
to solve these m coded block, we need at least m coded blocks to make the linear coefficient
matrix have full rank.
t
u
7.1

Attacks From User

We consider the probability for U to search for the secret keys {kDO , kφ } of DO.
Theorem 2. Given kU , {kDO , kφ } cannot be derived via the brute force search or orthogonal
keygen.
Proof. Because kU = kDO + kφ ∈ Fqz+m , the probability to find kDO and kφ via brute force
search is 1/q z+m . If q is chosen large enough (i.e., 160 bits), the probability to find {kDO , kφ }
is 1/(2160 )(z+m) , which is negligible.
Besides the brute force search, U may search {kDO , kφ } as follows: after getting enough m
coded blocks and retrieving all m augmented blocks, U runs the orthogonal keygen to find all
basis vectors which are orthogonal to all m augmented blocks to obtain kφ . Let {b1 , · · · , bz }
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be theP
basis vectors found by U (as mentioned in the orthogonal keygen). kφ is computed as:
z
kφ ← i=1 ri · bi ∈ Fz+m
where ri ∈ Fq is randomly generated by a pseudo random function.
q
Therefore, the probability for U to obtain kφ is z/q. This means that U has to guess all z
random ri ’s to obtain kφ . If q is chosen large enough (i.e., 160 bits), the probability to find kφ
is z/2160 , which is negligible.
t
u
We now prove that U cannot compute the tag for any new file block. For the old file blocks,
U does not have any purpose to compute the tags because the tags already exist (computed
by DO).
Theorem 3. Given a new file block vπ (vπ 6= v1 , · · · , vm ) and given the key kU = kDO + kφ ,
U cannot forge the tag for vπ .
Proof. Given vπ , the new coded block is computed as:
cij =

m
X

αijk wk + απ wπ ∈ Fz+m
q

(19)

k=1
rand

where απ ← Fq . Suppose that U tries to compute the tag for cij using kU and kP RF as
follows:
tij = kU · cij + fkP RF (i||j) ∈ Fq
= (kDO + kφ ) ·P
cij + fkP RF (i||j)
m
= (kDOP
+ kφ )( k=1 αijk wk + απ wπ ) + fkP RF (i||j)
m
= kDO k=1 αijk wk + (kDO + kφ )απ wπ + fkP RF (i||j) //because kφ wk = 0
Note that because only DO knowns kφ , only DO can generate vπ such that
kφ vπ = 0. In other words, if vπ is not generated by DO but another one (i.e., the
user), kφ vπ 6= 0.
In the check phase,
Ps DO verifies the servers using kDO and kP RF with Eq. 14 as follows:
t0i = P
kDO ci + u=1 βu · fP
kP RF (i||bu )
s
s
= Pu=1 kDO βu cibu + u=1 βu · fkP RF (i||bu )
s
= Pu=1 βu (kDO cP
ibu + fkP RF (i||bu ))
s
m
= Pu=1 βu (kDO (P k=1 αibu k wk + απ wπ ) + fkP RF (i||bu ))
s
m
= u=1 βu (kDO k=1 αibu k wk + kDO απ wπ + fkP RF (i||bu ))
Ps
ti = Pu=1 βu tibu P
s
m
= u=1 βu (kDO k=1 αijk wk + (kDO + kφ )απ wπ + fkP RF (i||j))
// replace tibu = tij where j = bu
It is clear that ti 6= t0i . Therefore, U cannot forge the tag for vπ .
t
u
7.2

Attacks From Servers

Response Replay Attack. Suppose the malicious server performing this attack is Si .
– Epoch 1: DO challenges Si by QP= {(b1 , β1 ), · · · , (bs , βs )}. Si responds a valid pair of
s
{ci , ti }. DO verifies ti = kDO ci + u=1 βu · fkP RF (i||bu ).
0
0
0
0
– Epoch 2: DO challenges Si by Q = {(b01 , βP
1 ), · · · , (bs , βs )}. Si reuses {ci , ti }, but cannot
s
0
pass the verification because: ti 6= kDO ci + u=1 βu · fkP RF (i||b0u ).
Thus, Si cannot pass the verification with this attack. Similarly, in the retrieve phase, U also
performs as the check phase using his keys kU and kP RF , Si also cannot pass the verification
with this attack.
Pollution Attack. Suppose that the malicious server Si provides a polluted pair of {ci , ti }
to DO (in repair phase) or to U (in the retrieve phase). The key point here is that DO
Ps and U
always check every provided response. P
Si cannot pass the verification ti = kDO ci + u=1 βu ·
s
fkP RF (i||bu ) (Eq. 14) and ti = kU ci + u=1 βu · fkP RF (i||bu ) (Eq. 18) if ci and ti are not the
independent linear combinations of the coded blocks and tags at the points: {b1 , · · · , bs } using
the coefficient {β1 , · · · , βs }.
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Efficiency Analysis and Performance Evaluation

Efficiency Analysis. The efficiency comparison between the RDC-NC [20], NC-Audit [22],
MD-POR [23] and POR-2P schemes is given in Table 1. The NC-Audit and MD-POR schemes
support the public authentication which means that an entity called Third Party Auditor
(TPA) is delegated the task of checking the servers by the data owner. The MD-POR has
multiple data owners. For the fair comparison, we suppose that the check phase in the NC-Audit
and MD-POR schemes is performed by the data owner, and we suppose that the MD-POR
only has a single data owner.

Table 1: Comparison
Encode
phase

Comp. (DO)
Comp. (servers)
Comm.
Check
Comp. (DO)
phase
Comp. (servers)
Comm.
Repair Comp. (DO)
phase
Comp. (servers)
Comm.
Retrieve Comp. (U )
phase
Comp. (DO)
Comp. (servers)
Comm.

RDC-NC [20]
NC-Audit [22]
MD-POR [23] POR-2P (proposal)
O(mnd)
O(mnd)
O(m)
O(mnd)
O(1)
O(1)
O(mnd)
O(1)
|F |
|F |
|F |
|F |
O(nd( m + m))
O(nd( m + m) + mnd) O(mn( m + m))
O(nd( m + m)
O(nds)
O(ns)
O(n)
O(n)
O(ndm)
O(ns)
O(nd)
O(ns)
|F |
|F |
|F |
|F |
O(n( m + m))
O(n( m + m))
O(n( m + m))
O(n( m + m))
O(ld)
O(ld)
O(ld)
O(sd)
O(ld)
O(ld)
O(ld)
O(sd)
|F |
|F |
|F |
|F |
O((l + d)( m + m)) O((l + d)( m + m) + ld) O((l + d)( m + m)) O((s + d)( m + m))
N/A
N/A
N/A
O(sm) + O(G)
O(sm) + O(G)
O(sm) + O(G)
O(sm) + O(G)
O(sm) + O(G)
O(sm)
O(sm)
O(sm)
O(sm)
2
2
2
O(|F | + m )
O(|F | + m )
O(|F | + m )
O(|F | + m2 )

l denotes the number of healthy servers used in the RDC-NC, NC-Audit and MD-POR.
O(G) denotes the complexity of the Gaussian elimination to solve m file blocks.
Comp. means computation.
Comm. means communication.
N/A means not applicable due to the lack of support.

Performance Evaluation. We evaluate the computation performance of the POR-2P scheme
to show that it is applicable for a real system. A program written by Python 2.7.3 is executed
using a computer with Intel Core i5 processor, 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, Windows 7 64-bit OS.
The prime q is set to be 256 bits. The number of servers is set to be 10 (n = 10). The number
of coded blocks stored in each server is set to be 20 (d = 20). The number of spot checks for
each server is set to be a half of d (s = d/2 = 10). The size of each file block is set to be 223
bits (1MB). The experiment results are observed with four sets of computation performance:
Fig. 3 (encode), Fig. 4 (check), Fig. 5 (repair), and Fig. 6 (retrieve), by varying the file size.
Fig. 3 reveals that the computation time in the encode and init (splitting file) functions
linearly increase while the keygen function is constant. If the file size is 1 GB, the computation
time in the encode and init functions is roughly 8308.561s and 1863.914s, respectively. Fig. 4
reveals that the computation time of the challenge, respond, and verify functions is constant.
Fig. 5 reveals that the computation time of the repair function is also constant. Fig. 6 reveals
that the computation time in the retrieve function is almost linear in user-side and is constant
in server-side. If the file size is 1GB, the computation time of retrieve function in user-side is
roughly 2691.186s.
Although the graphs of the encode, the init and the retrieve functions on data owner-side
linearly increase with the file size, the encode and init phases are executed only one time in the
beginning; and the retrieve phase is also executed very few. Meanwhile, the check and repair
phases are executed very often during the system lifetime with a constant computation as
showed in the graphs. The above results show that the POR-2P is very efficient and applicable
in a real system.
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Fig. 3: Computation of encode phase

Fig. 4: Computation of check phase
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Fig. 5: Computation of repair phase
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Fig. 6: Computation of retrieve phase

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes the POR-2P to support the data provision-payment system in which the
user can check and can retrieve the data using a symmetric key setting. The POR-2R can also
deal with access control during retrieval process. The security analysis shows that the POR-2P
can prevent the attacks from the user and the servers. Furthermore, the efficiency analysis and
performance evaluation show that POR-2P is very applicable to a real system. Further work
is investigated the implementation of the previous schemes.
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